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X-Ace is an archive file compression and file extractor. It enables to extract various file types like ZIP, RAR, 7-Zip, ACE, JAR, LZH, ARC, ARJ and TAR from their proprietary archives. It can also extract files from ISO and BIN, VCD, DVD, RIAA and many other types of archives. The archive file handling is supported in one single executable file.
On Windows 95 and later it is portable. There is no external.DLL or.COM file. X-Ace includes advanced compression and extractors that support RAR, ZIP, 7-Zip, ACE, ARJ, LZH, ARC, ARJ, CAB and ISO-9660 and ISO-Joliet formats. X-Ace has integrated GUI interfaces, including Windows XP/2000/NT/ME/98/95, that allows to view and extract the
contents of RAR, ACE, ZIP, 7-Zip, LZH, TAR, ISO-9660 and ISO-Joliet archives. It enables you to browse the contents of compressed files, preview it with a built-in viewer, view and extract files with external viewers, preview TAR, ISO-9660 and ISO-Joliet archives, extract and view RAR, ACE, ZIP, 7-Zip, LZH, TAR, ISO-9660 and ISO-Joliet
archives and quickly and easily retrieve lists of files in archives. X-Ace is portable, small, simple, light and includes a sample file in which is stored a list of every format supported. It has an efficient command line interface. The installation file includes 7zip, which is compatible with X-Ace. X-Ace is designed to extract files from all kinds of
archives. It can open and extract archives of any type, size and format, including ISO-9660, ISO-Joliet, ISZ, ACE, ZIP, ARC, RAR, JAR, LZH, LHA, CAB, ARJ, TAR, VCD, DVD, VOB, MPG, AVI, ASF, MVI, WAV, MP3, TTA, TPE, CHM, NSIS, RAR and ACE, and files in these archives, including ISO-9660, ISO-Joliet, ISZ, ACE, ZIP, ARC,
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Windows context menu extension for handling classic archive formats (CAB, LZH, LHA, JAR, RAR, ZIP) and SFX archives. It provides context menu entries for each of the supported archive types to easily open the respective archive and extract files. Windows context menu extension for handling classic archive formats (CAB, LZH, LHA, JAR,
RAR, ZIP) and SFX archives. It provides context menu entries for each of the supported archive types to easily open the respective archive and extract files. Rating: fre:X::Tools Fre:X::Tools is a program that has been specifically designed to be a simple tool for users who want to get organized. There are very few options for starting and
terminating backups, and only one tool for archiving files. The software comes with a number of useful utilities such as a file filter, a duplicate files finder, a flexible scheduler and an advanced search in files. These features are all very easy to use, but it should be noted that they work rather slow and they are not really required by the program.
Fre:X::Tools comes with an intuitive interface, and the program is very simple to use. It allows users to drag and drop files to the list and create an archive of those files, as well as searching for specific files in the archives. One interesting aspect is that this program allows users to store files outside of the protected Windows’ root folder. It also
supports setting folder permissions and adds the corresponding files to the list of backed-up files. On the other hand, the software can’t do anything if you have zero-width fonts enabled, and it also doesn’t support the AutoSave feature. In addition, Fre:X::Tools also comes with a visual file tracker and data recovery option that may not be all that
useful. The program comes with a built-in scheduler that allows users to schedule backups. Fre:X::Tools can only schedule backups, and it doesn’t offer any other useful options. This is the main limitation of the program. Fre:X::Tools is a handy tool for those who want to backup their files, but the lack of options and the lack of a scheduler make
this program fairly limited. KEYMACRO Description: Software for creating and managing backups on your PC. It comes with a scheduler, a file filter, a duplicate file finder, a flexible scheduler, and 2edc1e01e8
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XAce Plus is an archive extraction tool that supports many popular archive formats and provides a pleasant interface to interact with its users. The program can handle ACE, ARC, ARJ, CAB, LZH, LHA, JAR, RAR, ZIP and SFX files, but it’s important to note that it offers only extraction tools and no compression engine. In plain English, XAce Plus
can only extract files so no, it doesn’t create archives at all. The interface is nothing special, but it lets you open an archive and see its content, along with information about each archived file. You can see the full name, modified date, original and compressed size and attributes, with a dedicated field to pick the destination folder. The options
menu is rather minimal and comes with options concerning four of the supported archive formats, such as ACE, ZIP, RAR and CAB. Each of these can be easily managed through Windows Context Menu entries, but administrator privileges are needed for this modification. XAce Plus usually works very fast and doesn’t affect system performance,
although we’ve noticed a moderate usage during our test when handling larger archives. But it still works flawlessly on all Windows flavors, so it can be safely used on both older and newer workstations. As a conclusion, XAce Plus is a handy file extraction tool that does what it says, while it also offers simple options for the Windows Context
Menu. It is easy to use and remained stable during our test when working with both smaller and larger archives. Visit www.xaceplus.com XAce Plus Requirements: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1/10 (64-bit) CPU 1.0 GHz, or higher RAM 2.0 GB OS: 64-bit only XAce Plus has been tested on Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1/10 (32-bit) CPU 2.0 GHz, or higher
RAM 2.0 GB OS: 32-bit only Read more: XAce Plus Reviews XAce Plus Alternatives & Similar Tools XAce Plus Free XAce Plus is an archive extraction tool that supports many popular archive formats and provides a pleasant interface to interact with its users. The program can handle ACE, ARC, ARJ, CAB, LZH
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What's New In XAce Plus?

XAce Plus is an archive extraction tool that supports many popular archive formats and provides a pleasant interface to interact with its users. The program can handle ACE, ARC, ARJ, CAB, LZH, LHA, JAR, RAR, ZIP and SFX files, but it’s important to note that it offers only extraction tools and no compression engine. In plain English, XAce Plus
can only extract files so no, it doesn’t create archives at all. The interface is nothing special, but it lets you open an archive and see its content, along with information about each archived file. You can see the full name, modified date, original and compressed size and attributes, with a dedicated field to pick the destination folder. The options
menu is rather minimal and comes with options concerning four of the supported archive formats, such as ACE, ZIP, RAR and CAB. Each of these can be easily managed through Windows Context Menu entries, but administrator privileges are needed for this modification. XAce Plus usually works very fast and doesn’t affect system performance,
although we’ve noticed a moderate usage during our test when handling larger archives. But it still works flawlessly on all Windows flavors, so it can be safely used on both older and newer workstations. As a conclusion, XAce Plus is a handy file extraction tool that does what it says, while it also offers simple options for the Windows Context
Menu. It is easy to use and remained stable during our test when working with both smaller and larger archives. Details for XAce Plus 2.0: Ace Plus is a powerful and reliable solution for retrieving files from more than 90 archive formats, including archives created by many popular compression/encryption tools. With Ace Plus, you can open a
folder and automatically find any archived files, including data from RAR, ZIP, LZH, LHA, JAR, CAB, ARJ, ACE and ARC archives. Ace Plus uses the most common algorithms and encoders for file compression and encryption, including Compress, LZH and LZH Compress, RAR, ARJ, CAB, ARJ and CAB, ARJ, Zip, ACE and ARC archives. Ace Plus
makes the best use of compression technologies available for Windows and Mac computers and is compatible with multiple Windows versions, including Windows 98, ME, 2000, XP, Vista and 7. Ace Plus supports content search, even for encrypted archives, allows reading of archive contents without opening the archive and can extract files to
any folder. Ace Plus supports read, update, delete and refresh actions on archives. A new unzipping tool supports all kinds of archives, including archives encrypted by 7Zip, WinRAR, RAR, CAB,
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System Requirements:

- 32-bit or 64-bit processor with 4 GB of RAM or greater. - Windows 7, Windows Vista, Windows XP Service Pack 3 (32-bit) or Windows XP Service Pack 2 (64-bit) - DirectX 9.0c - A minimum 1024 x 768 display resolution - An Internet connection is required to play. - Available on Xbox LIVE Arcade for a retail price of $59.99. - A compulsory
Internet connection is required to play. - A minimum
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